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Students kick off classes with introduction to college life
By Jessica Garringtr
More than 1.000 students, nearly half
of the incoming freshmen class, attended
First Weekend activities on the WSU campus Friday and Saturday, said Doug Saul,
Coordinator of Learning Communities.
Among the informative events were
various sessions that dealt with issues from
health and stress management to creating
personal web pages, and a student organization fair that had booths bordering the
upper level of the Student Union atrium.
"Our ultimate goals for the first year
experience are to provide students with
opportunities to adjust to college, achieve
academic success, develop and grow personally and explore career development."
said Pamela Wallace-Stroble coordinator of
the First Year Experience. "We hope all
students attending First Weekend 2003 will
make new friends and strengthen their connections to the Wright State community."

Both commuter and resident freshmen
were encouraged to attend the festivities.
"I think this is a good way lor them to
realize all the clubs and things that are out
there." said Dam Perry, of Campus Recreation.
Another event was a book discussion
led by Barbara Fihrcnreich concerning the
common text that all incoming freshmen
were required to read. This year's text was
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"Our ultimate goals for the
first year experience are to
provide students with opportunities to adjust to college

— Pamela Wallace-Stroble. coordinator
of the First Year Experience

"Pseudo gambling " occurred Friday night at the craps tables utile other sf-dents tried their hu h at
the slot machines

Ehrcnreich's Nickel and DimeJ.
"Please icarn everything that you can.
Ask questions. Do activities. Learn cverything. so that you can take the skills and
change the world." said Ehrenreich.
Students were given plenty of social
time to interact with other students through
events like the dive-in movie, a viewing of
Jaws at the WSU swimming pool, and a
comedian/hypnotist, students were able to
see aspects of WSU that arc not seen with-

in the classroom.
"I think it makes the university more
exciting," said Dexter Baily. a First Weekend peer leader. "It makes it more like what
college is suppose to be."
To end the weekend, WSU held freshman convocation to formally celebrate the
entrance of students into the university. At
the convocation, students marched to the
floor of the Nutter Center arena and were
separated in colleges.

EIC revamps Guardian
By Jacqueline Sansavera

Studentsrisktheir chips on die craps tables on Friday
night in the Student I nion Atrium.

Chris, U62, holds his group sign
during welcome Mxek Jesthitus held
Saturday on the Quad

WSU community, which will allow the newspaper to bcttc* represent the school's population in the pages of The Guardian."

Among the changes on campus students
may notice the new format of The Guardian.
The student newspaper's layout has been
changed to reflect a more professional newspaper style.
"We want to keep up with all the
improvements on campus." said Valerie
Lough, Editor-in-Chief. "Changing the look is
the firsi step."
Other changes to the publication include
weekly WSU athletic standings in the sports
section and a guest commentary spot in the
opinions section.
According to I ough. the guest commentary feature will serve as an opportunity for
the WSlI community to voice its diversity on
current topics of American society
Not only are there changes to The Guardian s
appearance and content; but new additions to
the writing and editorial staff will give the
newspaper a renewed vitality, said Ty
Swongcr. head new s editor.
"The group we ha\ e this vcar seems
eager to work as a team to improve the publication." said Swonger. "These improvements
I alerie Lough, Fditor-in-t hief , changed The
are not limited to internal changes, but also
(duirdian \ lay out from the 2003 version picinclude an increased involvement with the
tured abotK
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Crime N o t e s
reported stolen from a vehicle theft in Lot
Arson/Related Offenses
Sept. (>: Criminal damaging was 11.
reported in parking area of College Park
Robbery/Burglary Tresspass
in reference to damaging complaint.
Aug. 30: Citation issued for trespassing
Drug/I.iquor offenses
on campus at Student Union.
Sept. 5: Two arrests made for alcohol
Sept. I: Report of theft involving tamoffenses involving minors in College
pering with coin machines in basement of
Park
Paul L. Dunbar Library.
Sept. 5: Citation for alcohol offense in
Traffic
regards to open container in College Park.
Aug. 2*): A injury, one vehicle, auto
Sept. 6: Arrest made for alcohol accident reported on Raider Road.
offense involving minors at Pine Hall
Sept. 3: Vehicle stopped following failSept. 6: Arrest made for alcohol ure to stop for posted traffic control light,
driver arTested for driving under the influoffense involving minors at Forest Lane
ence. driving under suspension and violation of traffic control light.
l.arceny/Theft
Sept. 4: A stereo and compact discs

Like to write?
.
Got an ear for news?
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Ifiredamaged 11 SI police cruiser 116 on Friday. The parol corporal drhing the vehicle at Outline MUV releasedfrom Kettering lloyital with minor injuries shortly thereafter. The charred
remains of the vehicle can lie seen in parking hit 20 until H SI' V insurance riprcsentathe inspects

www.aplacfetotan.com
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WE DELIVER TO WSU

Li,

The Guardian encourage* Idler* 10 the editor and

Subs, Salads, Gyros, Pizza |

3899 Germany lane
(behind W.O. Wrights)

commentary piece* from student*, locally. administra-

University In Oayton, Ohio Editorials without bylines
reflect the majority opinion ot the editorial board Views

tor* and start
•l etters should be typed, have the

cr's prime-1 full

--

expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisements

name. add;ev». daytime phone, ma

Kid class standing

are those at the writers, artists and advertisers

(if applicable)

1 429-8650

•Deadline for submission* is 5 p IT •n the Friday pre-

future advertising acceptance rules established by The

weeding the ne*t u»ue
•Lettem should be kept to 500 words or lev*

Guardian. Alt contents contained herein are the

•All tetter* are subject to editing (or space and content

express property of The Guardian Copyrigtu pnvii"ges

•letters which duplicate others ma, be omitted

revert to the writers, artist and photographers ot

•When responding to another letter, relet to she date and

specific works alter publication Copyright 2003 The
Guardian. Wright State University All rights reserved

headline
K^uote* thai cannot be confirmed will not be used

adverising copy In accordance with any present or

First issue tr»a Additional copies may Do requested
for $50 each

Dayton's Largest Tanning Salon

Weekend Specials Also Available!

school year 11 is published By students ol Wnght Slate

The Guardian reserves the right to censor or refect

299-1225

258-9530

The Guardian

Chief Photographer

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

The Guardian is looking for * features writer for the 2003-2004
academic year. The position is paid. ContacrEditor-in-Chifcf
Valerie Lough at 775-5534 or drop by«W016 Student Union during business hours for a job application.

Editor-in-Chief Valeric Lough
Managing Editor Leslie Benson
News Editor Ty Swonger
Asst. News Editor Becky Brudzynski
Features Editor Krystlc Barget
Opinions Editor Jon Loritz
Sports Editor Trent Montgomery
Copy Editors Andy McDonie. Chris Davis
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E-mail: guardianopedc*yahoo.com
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Guardian Phone Numbers
Editor in Chief: 775-55341 News & Sports: TS55381 Scene & Opinion: 775-55361
Advertising: 77555371 Fax: 775-5535

Buy any Whole Sub &
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SCHOOL

Guaranteed starting payl
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops awarded.
Scholarships awarded.
Conditions Exist.

OPENINGS

$11.45
GUARANTEED

CALL MON.-FRI., 9-5PM 436-3580 ,
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News

WSU infiltrated by
computer viruses
Worm viruses attack campus
By Jessica (iarringfr
WSU officials advise continued caution
following an outbreak of two similar computer viruses. Blaster and Sobig worms, that
infected numerous computer on campus
over the summer
" A worm basically finds holes through
the Internet and attacks various computers."
said Sean Klcefcld, Web Administrator in
the Department of Communications and
Marketing
No exact numbers as to how many computers were infected with the worms are
available but over 1.000 people contacted
the WSU CaTs help desk for assistance with
their infected computers on the first day of
the infection, said Kleefcld.
Although the worms are now believed to
have been eliminated, CaTs lecommends
contacting the help desk if anyone feels their
computer may be infected.
With students recently moving back to
WSU. Klcefcld said that he does not believe
there will be any risk for further escalation
of the infection from the outside computers
that are coming onto campus. " I believe
CaTs has put in enough security n-easures to
kill it [the worm] as saon as it happens, so
there is not really a chance of the students

Tattoo Team

coming back and infecting more people."
said Klcefcld.
Kleefeld said the Blaster worm is reproduced "through the Internet and is able to
sneak into some of these computers when
they are online and install a patch that automatically shuts down the system at random
intervals."
According to a CaTs bulletin, the Blaster
worm targets certain Windows computers
that use various Microsoft operating systems.
The Sobig worm is basically hitting the
same security holes as the Blaster worm, yet
it is infecting computers differently.
"The Sobig worm is attaching itself as an
extra file to e-mail and will send itself out
basically to everyone in the infected person's address book," said Kleefcld.
On the CaTs website there is a list of varioas e-mail subject headings that the worm
is possibly sent out as. Some of these subject headings include: "Re: That movie,"
"Re: Wicked Screensaver.™ "Re: Your application" and "Re: Approved."
Jeffrey Lec Parson, the teenager accused
of creating the Blaster worm, told investigators that he built a version into his program
to reconnect with computers that were previously infected.

Tattoos and Body Piercings
-Safe - Clean -Experienced
- Body Jewelry, Hair Dye,
DeTox, Stickers, Inscense,
and More.

Big Tod says "Read
The Guardian, or
else!"

Oregon District
452 E. Fifth Si.
5860227
Kettering
2517 Wilmington Pike
293-6162

Glen Scott Tattoos

3047 N. Main Street, Dayton
276-3061
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Lawmakers expect to
pass Bush's funding
request, but want details
By Frank Davies and .'•umana < hattcrjir
Knight Kidder Newspaper*
(KRT)
WASHINGTON Hit by stickc
shock, lawmakers in Congress said Monday thai eventually they will approve President Bush's request for $87 billion more
for Iraq and the war on terror, but they
want to know more about how the money
will be spent and efforts to share the financial burden
"We'll have to work on it as quickly as
possible. I think it's a bill that we have to
pay," said Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska,
chairman of the Senate Appropriations
Committee. Rep. Bill Young. R-Fla„ who
chairs the House Appropriations Committee. cited the need to protect "troops in
harm's way" and pledged to "agp-essively
expedite" the budget request.
Even Sen. Tom Daschle. P-S.P., the
Senate minority leader, sounded a conciliatory note and said he would work with the
administration. "The stakes for our troops
and our national security are too great for
us to fail," Daschle said. "The president
and Congress must now work together to
provide the resources needed to both prevail in these troubled areas and to meet
pressing needs at home."
But Democratic candidates for president blasted Bush's spending request as the
result of failed policies and miscalculations. Several charged that the administration had deliberately underestimated the
costs of Iraqi occupation and reconstruction
before launching the war.
"A 15-minute speech does not make up
for 15 months of misleading the American
people on why we should go to war against
Iraq or 15 weeks of mismanaging the
reconstruction effort since we have been
there," said former Vermont Gov. Howard
Dean, widely regarded as the front-runner
for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Sen. Bob Graham, a Florida Democrat,
said the latest request was more than what
the federal government will spend on education this year, and twice as much as federal spending on highways, bridges and
puUic transit systems.
"The president is clearly making a
judgment that it is more important for us to
rebuild Iraq and Afghanistan than it is to
deal with the very serious problems we
have in the United States." Graham said.
Federal spending on education will
total $59.4 billion this year, fiscal 2003.
The Homeland Security budget is $28.1
billion. Federal aid to highways totals
$28.6 billion. The Environmental Protection Agency's budget is $7.% billion.
Most jf Bush's new spending request
for the coming year
$51 billion
would support military operations in Iraq,
the White House Office of Management
w

w

w

and Budget announced Monday. An additional $15 billion would go to military
operations in Afghanistan.
The remaining $21 billion would be
spent on reconstruction of those nations'
broken infrastructure - schools, roads,
utilities, hospitals.
Reconstruction costs ultimately will
total up to $75 billion, the budget office
estimated, and the administration hopes
that Iraqi oil revenues and donations from
other nations will help cover the final bill.
An initial $5 billion would go to what the
administration calls an urgent need
training Iraqi army, police and security
forces.
White House budget officials estimated
the spending request would add $50 billion
to S60 billion to a federal budget deficit the
administration previously had said would
hit a record $475 billion next year.
President Bush did not mention Iraq
publicly during a trip to Tennessee Monday; he spoke about education.
Some Democrats seized on statements
made earlier in the year when Congress
approved $80 billion to cover war costs for
six months. At the time, some administration officials predicted that Iraqi oil revenue would pay for much of reconstruction, and that U.S. forces could begin withdrawing after six months.
"I haven't seen such a spectacular or
breathtaking set of miscalculations sincc
LBJ (President Lyndon Johnson) was
bringing us into Vietnam deeper and deeper." said Rep. David Obey of Wisconsin, a
36-year veteran of the House and ranking
Democrat on Appropriations.
Fiscal conservatives and budget hawks,
wary of adding to the already huge budget
deficit, emphasized finding ways to
increase fundingfrominternational
sources.
"I think we need to get commitments
of more support from other nations, and the
U.N. in particular, before we approve any
increase infimdingfor these operations."
said Sen. Thad Cochran. R-Miss., a member of the Appropriations Committee.
Rep. John Spratt. D-S.C.. ranking
Democrat on the House Budget Committee. sharply criticized the president.
His latest spending request "could
hardly come at a worse time." Spratt said.
"A basic question has not been answered:
How long will this deployment last? Will
more funds be needed for troop deployments in 2005 ar.d 2006? In truth, billions
more are likely to be needed before the job
is done.
"The American people now begin to
see the consequences of a go-it-alone strategy in which American troops take all the
risks and American taxpayers pay all the
bills," said Spratt, who also sits on the
House Armed Services Committee
t
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Bush administration wont
regulate carbon dioxide
By Seth Boremtein
Knight Kidder Newspapers
(KRT)
WASHINGTON - - Carbon dioxide, the
chief cause of global warming, cannot be
regulated as a pollutant, the Environmental
Protection Agency ruled Thursday.
The decision, which reverses a 1998
Clinton administration position, means the
Bush administration won't be able to use the
Clean Air Act to reduce carbon-dioxide
emissions from cars.
Had the Bush administration decided that
carbon dioxide is a pollutant and harmful, it
could have required expensive new pollution controls on new cars and perhaps on
power plains, which together are the main
sources of so-called greenhouse gases.
Environmentalists arc expected to
respond by suing the EPA to try to force it to
regulate carbon dioxide. The real fight is
likely to shift to Congress, where some lawmakers are proposing a new law giving the
EPA clear authority to regulate emissions of
gases that cause global warming.
"Refusing to call greenhouse-gas emissions a pollutant is like refusing to say that
smoking causes lung cancer," responded
Melissa Carey, a climate policy specialist
for Environmental Defense, a moderate
New York-based environmental group. "The
Earth is round. Elvis is dead. Climate
change is happening."
EPA General Counsel Robert Fabricant
took the opposite position in his 12-page

decision Thursday. "Because the (Clean Air
Act) does not authorize regulation to
address climate change." Fabricant wrote,
"it follows that (carbon dioxide) and other
(greenhouse gases), as such, arc not air pollutants."
EPA officials said they relied heavily on
a 2000 U.S. Supreme Court ruling — Food
and Drug Administration v. Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. - that said the
FDA overreached when it tried to regulate
tobacco as a drug.
Jonathan Cannon, the Clinton EPA general counsel who wrote the now-reversed
1998 decision, said: "They're trying to put a
stake in the heart for any possible existing
avenue for dealing with global climate
change cither by this administration or any
future administration."
Auto industry representatives lauded
Fabricant's position.
"Why would youregulatea pollutant that
is an inert gas that is vital to plant photosynthesis and that people exhale when they
breathe?" said F.ron Shostcck, a spokesman
for the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, a Washington-based car industry lobby.
"That's not a pollutant."
While carbon dioxide docs no direct
damage to people, plants or animals, scientists say it causes harm indirectly, because
global warming
increases in the atmosphere's temperature triggered by gases that
trap sunlight damages entire ecosystems.
C* rbon dioxide is by far the leading culprit.
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Is there a benefit to having
WSU'5 health insurance?
Increased cost in medical coverage has some
students looking for alternative coverage
insurance providers offer comparable rates
to that of WSU but do not provide students
with the convenience of on-campus facilities.
The WSU plan offers an 80 percent
reimbursement on prescriptions pays up to
$45 for office visits, $150 for laborator)
tests and requires that a claim form be
filled out before the student can be reimbursed for any costs incurred in the event
of an accident or illness, she said.
"If a student doesn't have anything. I
think it's a great policy." said Jones.
Approximately 10 percent of student
body carries the optional plan. The increase
will be most apparent to international and
residential students who are required by the

By Jocctyn Hudson

The cost of Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance is up from SI64 to
$178 per quarter, officials from Fred White
Health Services said this week, and some
students now question the value of the
plan.
"1 have talked to many students who
have insurance through Wright State and
through other insurant providers, and we
all agreed that we would be willing to pay
at least $40-550 more 'o know that we are
getting a better plan for our money," said
Sujuan Allen, WSU undergraduate student
According to the Student Health Benefits Coordinator at Fred White Hcaiih Services, Marsha Jones, most independent

university to carry some form of insurance.
These students have the option of receiving
coverage from an independent insurance
MIovider with proof that they arc insured.
"Our plan has reasonable benefits but it
docs not have maximum benefits because
most students don't want to pay for maximum benefits." said Employee Benefits
Manager for Human Resources at WSU,
Richard Johnson.
Jones said it lakes approximately three
weeks to receive reimbursement for a claim
oncc the claim has been filed. However,
this does n.,t cover preexisting conditions,
routine visits such as physicals and
excludes some medical procedures such as
abortions.

* W e l c o m e
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Get on your
soapbox!
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"This is not catastrophic insurance so
you can't compare it to the HMOs and the
PPOs out there. They have a large maximum benefit," she said.
Fortis, an independent insurance
provider, offers similar coverage, with a six
month policy of S389.20 and a deductible
of $500. Another independent. Golden Rule
Insurance Company offers a six month policy of $452.28 with a $500 deductible. The
plans do not allow for a spouse or child to
be earned on the plan with the student, and
require that the deductible be paid before
any reimbursements arc issued for office
visits and prescriptions.
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An established top-ten Columbus
restaurant specializing in gourmet
wood-fired pizza, innovative pastas,
and fine wine.

Kettering

Slated to open early October

Now Hiring
Positions Available:
• Servers
• Bartenders
• Prep Cooks
• Line Cooks
• Dishwashers

The Guardian.

Apply Monday - Friday 2-5
at 7bum & Country next to the
restaurant site.
424 E. Stroop Road

Every Wednesday.
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Bookstores
compete for
business
By James Rrandewie
Rising textbook costs will not deter students from spending an estimated SI00 to
$400 for the essentials needed for the fall
quarter, said representatives from The College Store and The WSU Bookstore this
week.
The Bookstore, located in the Student
Union, is owned by Barnes and Nobles
College Bookstores, a separate entity from
the parent company Barnes and Noble. The
Bookstore provides students an on-site
solution for their academic products, said
Manager Ron Sorrel). The Bookstore is
also the licensed store of WSU. which
enables the use of the school logo on windows and certain items within the store.
The Bookstore is able to target students
i'.om the beginning of the school year with
prepackaged programs for freshman.
Owned by a division of Nebraska Book

Company, The College Store is located in
the University Shoppe at 2812 Colonel
Glenn Highway. In recent years, an
increase in business has allowed The College Store to expand its clientele to accommodate not only WSU students but also
Sinclair. Capital. Park and Central State
Colleges
Shane Zaleski. Manager of The College Store, said his store emphasizes cheap
used books in advertising. Zaleski said his
prices are "anywhere from twenty-five
cents to six or seven doli«rs les* than the
Bookstore."
Sorrell said Zaleski \ claim is "simply
not true." and added that it depends on the
textbook in question. "I would love to see
the numbers (of the respective stores) next
lo each other." he said.
Both stores have buyback programs
that run throughout the year.

Mayor McLin speaks
with WSU scholars
By Jacqueline Sansavera
Dayton Mayor Rhine Mcl.in stressed
co'' "tity service in an address to scholarsmp recipients at the Student Union Saturday ' he group was the C'.J. McLin. Jr.
Studen Leadership Development Scholarship re\ pients. known as the McLin scholars. namid after the mayor's father.
"Being a C.J. Mcl.in Scholar means
helping somebody." said McLin. With a
long family background in mortuary work,
McLin said she learned the lesson early
that "inside, all people are the same "
This program is a 4-year renewable
scholarship offered to students who meet
certain criteria of community service. GPA.
and heritage. The students hold meetings
every Tuesday to discuss what they can do
to help others and the community around

The day will includc Mud V-ball, oatmeal wars, Outdoor Basketball, Horseshoes, Food, Prizes and a
T-shirt!
The tournament will take place at Bcavercreek Church of
the Nazarene (1850 N. Fairfield Rd.) on Saturday. September 20. Registration will begin at 9am and the "mud will
begin to fly at 9:30am!
The tournament will be open to all college and career ages
18-30. Teams may have up to 10 players with up to 6
. players on the court at a time. The cost per player is S10
[ which covers the cost of food and a t-shirt. There will be a
special prize for the first place team!
Must mail in entry form and payment by September 17 so
that tournament brackets can be put together!
To rr ceive an entry form or to find out more information,
contact Kan Sutherland at (937)426-3926 or
ksutherlandfa bcnaz.com Entry forms and info can also be
obtained through the web page www.hcnaz.com.
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McLin is the first female mayor of
Dayton, and thefirstAfrican American State
Representative, accomplishments McLin
said she attributes to hard work, confidence,
and "just being yourself." McLin said she
owes her political and social success to
strength, courage, having fun, and her
father.

Patrol corporal sustains
injuries from vehicle fire
By James Bnuidewie

2nd Annual Mud Volleyball
Tournament!

them, and to get to lit
her better.
"Being in the Mci
% has two
distinct purposes." sa>
liller. student president of the grou|
lows us to
give back to the community ir. „,iy way we
can. and it also gives us tb „• chance to meet
and make friendsfromsi nilar backgrounds
who are all working togciSer."
She says she learned s> much from her
father who taught her to b.- strong. "Whatever you dream, you can do." she says, and
she did it. She was the first in her family
to get a college degree.

A WSU police officer was treated and
released from Kettering Hospital after sustaining minor injuries in a car fire fire Friday ev ening, said campus police. The incident occurred during a routine patrol on
Circle Drive near its intersection with University Boulevard!.
The officer's name was not released
and the cause of the fire is unknown and
still under investigation, said Director of

Parking and Transportation Robert Kretzer.
The officer was diagnosed with a
minor case of smoke inhalation, was
released two hours later and reported back
to duty the following day, said Captain
David Finnic, the head officer on duty the
night of the incident.
The fire left the car unsalvageablc for
the WSU Police Department. The cruiser,
vehicle 116, currently sits in Lot 20 caged
area awaiting inspection by WSU's insurance representative.

got math help?
The Mathematics (.earning Center, 054 Rike Hall, provides free
walk-in assistance to students enrolled in introductory math courses
(DEV math a n d M J H 1 2 6 / 7 , 1 2 8 / 9 , 1 3 0 . 1 3 1 , 228. 229, 230)

Fall Quarter 2003 hours of operation
10 a.m. to 2:50 p.m. Monday throueh Friday
4 to 6:50 p.m. Monday through Thursday
4 to 6:50 p.m. Sunday

Looking for a^way to earn $$$
Raoulttnp lor various short and long-term poaJttona mtoeWSU & «i*n*wdinQ areas!

B a n q u e t Servers, C l e r i c a l
& L i g h t I n d u s t r i a l Labor

Give us a call today!
(937) 429-4400 M
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Recording industry sues 261 file sharers
By DanM Knliin
Knight Kidder Newspapers

take apr

THE GUARDIAN

PLAf^ AN

(KK'It
PHILADELPHIA
The recording industry sued 261 mudc fans in I S
federal courts yesterday. accusing each of
illegally downloading ami sharing a; least
1.000 songs over the Internet.
The civil lawsuits could eventually
number in the thousands, said the Recording
Industry Association of America, whose
members include major record labels B M l i .
EMI, Sony Music. Universal Music Group
and Warner Music.
This summer, the RIAA issued
ab<"!t i.600 subpoenas to universities and
Internet service providers, demanding that
they identify those allegedly sharing copyrighted music.
For the industry, the stakes are
huge; the RIAA blames the trading of pirated music files for the industry's dixlining
sales, to the tune of a 31 percent decline in
sales of compact discs in the last three years.
It is also aware of the pitfalls of suing its
potent ial customers
"Nobody I'kcs playing the heavy
and having to resort to litigation." RIAA
president Cary Sherman said in a statement
"But when your product is being regularly
stolen, there comes a time when you have to

itferi
tinv
requires
who to voluntarily identify ihemseb
unlaw fully obtained files t»ll th
omputers. The offer docs not apply to
sued yesterday.
Some defense lawyers cautioned
yesterday against signing the RIAA agreement. "There are a bunch of potential problems." said Megan Ciray. a Washington
lawyer. The deal, she said, protects a musicsharer only from legal action by the RIAA.
not from its members or other rights-holders. such as those who write a song or play
on a recording.
U.S. copyright laws allow for damages of $750 to SI50.000 for each song
offered illegally on a person's computer. The
RIAA has been settling for less: Yesterday, it
announced S3.000 agreement with fewer
than 10 people whose Internet service
providers had receiv ed subpoenas
The industry previously reached
agreements with four college students
accused of running peer-to-pecr file-sharing
programs. The students each paid SI2.000

"An amnesty that could involve
milli.i . of kids .submitting and signing
legal documents that plead themselves
guilty i > the Recording Industry Association
o f America may not be the best approach to
achieving a balance between protecting
copyright laws and punishing those who
violate those laws." Coleman, a former
roadie for the rock band Ten Years After,
said in a statement.

The College Store Testimonial
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pinion
To Save Public Education Everybody Get Your Leam
By Justin Ross
It's not shocking news to hear that our
public education system is in bad shape. Our
generation has always hoard that the education system wc grew up in is a lousy one
compared to the rest of the w orld. Over time
we have lost our place at the top in almost
everything- medicine, manufacturing and
technology are just a fe w things we used to
dominate. I propose to you these are not separate issues, they are all linked to education.
The rest of the world has gotten smarter,
while we have gotten dumber.
Our lack of education has gotten so bad
that we have actually begun to like dumb
politicians. One of President Bush's
strongest assets is that people can relate to
him, "he's just like us." a partver, a C-student, a frat boy, somebody who's not afraid
to drive his sister home after he's had a couple drinks. People say they like this about
him. It's time we show the world that they
have "misunderestimated" us, as Bush
would say ,Thank you Vale and Harvard).
The fir., thing we need to do is sell out to the
big D.C. monster, the federal government.
Public schools in the K-12 grades need to
be almost entirely funded by the fed for several reasons. First of all, our current funding
system is unfair Schools are usually funded
by the state and local governments, with a
significant portion collected in property
taxes. Education is everyone's concern and
wc should be contributing equally to the
cause rather than expecting landowners to
pay the whole cost.
Secondly, the world has changed. When
public education started over 300 years ago
in America, it made sense that the locals
should put up the cash, they received the
benefit of the education. The world has

changed today and most people don't stay in
one place for the next thirty years. Local
areas booty up the cash and then don't
receive the benefits of an educated citizen.
Back in the day, when you were bom. lived,
and died in the same location, it only made
sense to be the one paying for local education.
The most important reason to pay for
education at the federal level is because
many states must maintain a balanced budget, while the fed docs not. States must have
revenues equal expenses, so when the economy gets bad. education is the first thing to
go. Something as important as education
should not be subject to therestraintsof our
economy In fact, wc are hindering our own
economic growth by cutting education when
times are tough and stock prices fall We had
numerous recessions in the 70 "s and 80's,
many states were forced to cut back in education and the Japanese soon ate us alive in
science and technology.
The big trick to make this work though is
one important stipulation- the led cannot
increase their managing of the schools. The
feds need to give the money to the state and
not ask to participate. I know the federal
government can do this, they'll just have to
pretend they are giving the money to Israel.
1 think this is the best possible solution to
our education problems. It really is not a tax
in.rease,just a tax shift. The only difference
is when times get tough, our children won't
be the ones paying for it with their future.

Break of t>ay

Jonathan l.i u«.
Welcome back Wright Stale. We're not
the smartest sch<> il in the country, nor do
we have the mos breakthrough research.
We don't have the best sports teams or a
football team, at all. Some might judge
these attributes as failures when they arc in
fact accomplishments. Wright State has no
pretensions of being an Ivy League school,
nor aspirations to Fiesta Bowl highlights.
Wright State is affordable and well funded.
Our class sizes are rarely greater than fifty
and our professors make themselves far
more available than on most campuses.
Wright State has much to offer, and like
any other school, is only what wc make of
it.
As we seek our college diplomas they
often seem far down the path that is education. Most of us see our degrees as a path
towards a professional career, hoping that
dream job will be available when we turn
our tassels. In 1999 jobs were plentiful,
especially in the technology sector. It
seemed college might not be worth tens of
thousands of dollars after all. But in a
short four years the economy has plumr 'eted back to reality. Computer programmers have been relegated to delivering pizzas and psychology majors to selling cars.
Is it just me or do all job openings request
two to three years experience minimum?
Many 200 * graduates are still out of work
or opted for graduate school— not a bad

choice in this economy. When it cou.o
finding a good employer luck appc rs to
play a key role. Freshmen, be thank' j | you
are safe for at least another four yea who
knows where we will be then.
Job placement after graduation, vhile
an objective for each of us, should not be
the fundamental reason for attending
Wright State. Exploring what the world
has to offer, meeting new people and exercising our minds is what we have to gain
from Wright State or any other educational
institution. Using our knowledge, expertise and passions to increase our involvement, this should be our goal. Many of us
work through school to pay bills and loans.
This may account for a great deal of time
when coupled with classes, yet each and
every one of us should strive to be active in
our community and on our campus.
When your professors start lecturing in
monotone right off their Powcrpoint slide:,,
make them apply the concepts to the real
world. Question the rules that they present
and play the devil's advocate to incite
them. Round out your rough edges,
improve yourself and try to understand this
crazy world that we live in. of which Ohio
is only a small part. That dream job will be
one step closer to a reality when you graduate.

By Nate Fakes
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Don't expect Arnold to be another aagan
By Ian C. Friedman
History News Service
(KRT)
For many Republicans. California's Oct.
7 election lo recall Gov. Gray Davis and
possibly elect a new governor is far more
about keeping President Bush in the White
House than it is about moving Hollywood
superstar Arnold Schwai/eiiegger to California's statehouse.
Enticed by the opportunity to reap the
Golden State's 55 electoral votes, these
Republicans believe that controlling the
governorship of California will help the
president carry the nation's most populous
state in the 2004 presidential contest. They
also seem to feel that Schwarzenegger, like
his actor-tumed-governor piedecessor
Rona'd Reagan, is the best man to lead this
effort. They should be careful what they
wish for.
Californians haven't supported a Republican presidential candidate since 1988,
and in 2000 they voted overwhelmingly
against George W. Bush. There has recently been a very tenuous relationship
between a party's control of the California
governorship and support for that party by
O'ifornians in presidential elections. In
the last seven presidential elections (dating
back to 1976). Califc mans have supported
the candidate of its governor's party only

three times.
Counting on the similarities between
Schwarzenegger's turn to politics and
Ronald Reagan's durable career will likely
be just as disappointing. By 1966. 14 years
before he was elected to the presidency,
Reagan had acquired political respect with
his nationally televised nominating speech
for the Republican presidential candidate
Barry Goldwater two years earlier. The
passionate address by the man mosi Americans knew as a B-movie actor served as a
catalyst for the modem conservative movement.
Washington Post columnist David
Broder described the speech as "the most
successful political debut since William
Jennings Bryan electrified the 1896 Democratic convention with his 'Cross of Gold'
speech."
By 1964, Reagan had almost 20 years of
political activism under his belt as he
moved from New Deal Democrat to conservative hero after serving six terms as
president of the Screen Actors Guild. Worries that he would encounter obstacles in
pursuing elected office were largely dispelled when it became clear that the 55year-old Reagan's emerging political profile and waning movie career made him
less an actor than a former actor in the eyes
of most Californians.
Although Schwarzenegger I.:IS cam-

paigned for Republican presidential candidates. his most conspicuous political activity consisted of serving from 1990 to 1992
as chairman of President George H.W,
Bush's Council for Physical Fitness and
Sports. More recently he successfully
advocated Proposition 49, a California ballot initiative designed to increase support
for before- and after-school programs.
Schwarzenegger's thin political resume'
offers little clarity about his views on many
key issues. These can be gleaned mostly
from interviews in which he has broadly
defined himself as a socially liberal but
fiscally conservative Republican.
Despite his strong poll numbers, nothing Schwarzenegger has said so far conveys political gravity. The former bodybuilding champion announced his candidacy on "The Tonight Show with Jay Leno,"
promising to "pump up" Sacramento.
F.ntering the race, lie quipped, was a decision almost as difficult as "the one I made
to get a bikini wax."
In addition, the movie career of the 56year-old Schwarzenegger is still goin^
strong. His most recent film, this summer's
"Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines." has
grossed S150 million. His election, drawing on an attraction to his celebrity statu.,
more than to his party affiliation, would
certainly be that of a popular actor and
political novice. And of course

Schwarze
cannot be viewed as a
presidential I, ,ieful, because he was born
outside tl- .• United States and is thus ineligible fof the officc.
As ih truncated campaign for governor
of Califi -nia simultaneously accelerates
and winds down. Schwarzenegger and his
supporters, particularly those who see a
strong link between his fortunes and those
of President Bush in 2004. should realize
that California is treacherous terrain for
Republican presidential candidates, even if
they have the backing of the state's governor, They should also understand that not
all actors are created equal. Despite their
surface similarities. Reagan was far more
prepared to lead almost four decades ago
than Schwarzenegcer is today.
With history at best an uncertain ally.
Republicans looking at California with a
hopeful eye in next year's presidential election may have to pin their hopes for a successful Gov. Schwarzenegger on the words
of Ronald Reagan himself. Near the end of
his second term as president, Reagan was
asked whether he had learned anything as
an actor that was useful to him in the presidency. Displaying keen governing acumen
gained from years of political engagement
away from the stage. Reagan responded.
"There have been times ... when I have
wondered how you could do the job if you
hadn't been an actor."

A summer mystery: newspaper readers
By Bill Tammeus

day you aren't), what would you make of
this?
In the mail the other day I received an
envelope with no return address. Inside it
carried a nine of spades playing card.
KANSAS CITY. Mo. _ Ladies and gen- That's it.
The sender had spelled my name cortlemen. juveniles and geezers, children and
rectly. no simple feat. It was, however,
infants: I appear before you humbled.
telling to me that he or she. on the next
After mumble-mumble years of writing line, wrote "Star/Times." The company I
columns and receiving responses to them I work for killed off The Kansas City Times
confess I don't understand people. Readmore than 13 years ago. so I can guess
ers. especially. Maybe even you in particu- that the sender has read our paper and
lar.
maybe even followed my work for many
People mystify, baffle and bewilder me, years. Or at least more than 13. Or at least
and I don't think the problem is just me.
knew there used to be a Times.
though I acknowledge that I can be a little
But if whoever sent this has been lurkslow to grasp the significance of what's
ing around as a reader that long, why did
happening around me.
he or she wait until now to send me an
But I'm reasonably discerning, especially when people write or call me to say I'm enigmatic message that means nothing to
me?
a fool or. by contrast, a fabulous, articuThe postmark provided no clue. The
late, prophetic, handsome genius. I know
37-cent "Love" stamp was barely marked
what they mean. Sometimes I even agree
with a few wispy black cancellation lines.
with them. And I'd certainly have to
So I don't know if it was mailed from
admire the fabulous, articulate, prophetic,
Kansas City or, say. Tallahassee. Fla.
handsome genius description _ if it ever
My first instinct was to imagine that
came my way.
I'm somehow being equated with the nine
But if you were me (thank God every
of spades in the U.S. government's deck of
Knight Riddcr Newspapers
(KRT)

•

cards showing the most wanted Iraqi leaders. It turns out _ though I had to look this
up that the nine of spades in that deck is
Rukan Razuki Abd Al-Ghafar Sulayman
Al-Majid Al-Tikriti. former head of Iraq's
Tribal Affairs Office.
Maybe you see some connection
between Rukan-and-on-and-on and me. It
escapes me.
I might have understood had the nine of
spades been some nincompoop Iraqi
columnist. But who would care enough
about columnists _ even nincompoops _ to
put them on wanted posters?
This isn't the first time I've been struck
dumb by enigmatic mail. Years ago 1 got a
classic piece of hate mail _ words cut out
of magazines to form nasty phrases. To my
astonishment, it bore a return address, a
post office box in Hays. Kan.
I sent a note to "Dear Postal Patron"
there and advised whoever got my letter
that some deranged and possibly dangerous person was using that address to send
out hate mail. I suggested the matter be
taken up with postal authorities. And I
never heard another word.
Readers sometimes also send me e-mail
that leaves me staring at the screen in puz-

zlement so long that both it and I go into
screen-saver ".ode. I don't mean the usual
spam with oilers to make me more virulent or acquirc a college degree without
doing academic work. I mean e-mail
aimed directly at me that says, siraply.
"Because" with no context to help me
grasp the meaning.
Why would readers waste their time
and mine with that? I have no idea, which
is why I want to acknowledge today that I
am humbled by my inability to understand
readers.
I don't even understand why. now and
then, readers personally bring me little
things. As I was writing this column, for
instance, I got a call from a man who had
come by our office security desk, telling
me he had something for me.
So I went downstairs. Robert Wesley
Pierson of Kansas City handed me a card
containing a gem of a saying that he
wrote.
"The more irrational a custom is," it
said, "the more ceremony attends it."
I thanked him and took it. Only later
did I t'.ink of what 1 should have done. 1
should have taken his card and. in the
return, given him the nine of spades. Darn.
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How WSU buildings got their names

Bv Michelle Ditto
& Jeff Tillinger

Oelmnn

Air Base University. .Grange Hall Univeristy. .Celestial Heights University
.. .Green Acres University all were sug
gestions in naming what is now Wnght
State University.
Then, it came down to two names:
Southwestern State University and Wright
Brothers University Which one would
they choose? Wright Brothers University
won the approval of the Ohio Senate, but
the name Southwestern University had the
support of the Ohio House of Representatives. So, on July 28, 1965. to seitle the
dispute, the name Wright State University
was chosen as a compromise.

Oelman Hall is home to the College of
Sciences, the School of (iraduatc Studies, and
the entire Chemistry department Built in
1966. it is- the second building of the
Founders' Quadrangle and for years was the
only facility large enough to hold meetings,
performances, and to host visiting speakers
It is named in honor of Mr. Robert S. Oelman.
who v. as Co-chairman of the university
building fund campaign, which launched the
opening of Wright State.

Picture

r

ourtesy of www.wright.edu

Allyn Hall

Millett
Named in honor of Dr. John D. Millett (the
president of Miami University during the
inception of WSU). this structure was originally built in 1966. Now recently renovated.
. it is home to such departments as Sociology.
Communication, Education, F.nglish. Political Sciences. Religion and Women's Studies.

MILLETT

Allyn Hall., thefirstbuilding on what was
then refei. ;d to as the Dayton Campus, stood
all by itself in the middle of a cornfield
Stanely Charles Allyn brought his love for
higher education, (as he himself had worked
his way up from meager beginnings in Wisconsin) business connections and knowledge
from his extensive business career to he'p
found the school. He firmly believed that
higher education was key in becoming successful. He held honorary degrees from
Miami University. University of Cincinnati,
the University of Dayton and the Univeristy
of Wisconsin. After graduating college, (during which he worked nearly lull time in the
Wisconsin State Tax Commission learning
the ropes as an auditor) Allyn moved to Dayton. I le became the chief executive of NCR.
a position he held from 1940-1961. Allyn's
last year there saw sales reach 519 million
dollars. Allyn's enthusiasm and firm belief in
higher education was key in founding WSU.

Kike Hall
It's fitting that the college of business is
located in Rike Hall. Named after the grandson of the founder of Rike "s department store,
(which later became Lazarus) Rike Hall was
completed in 198S Willi business in lit blood. Rike was a well-known Dayton civic
leader and retired chairman of Rike's department store. He also served on the WSU board
of trustees from 1969-1973. An honorary
degree from WSU was awarded to David
Rike in honor of his leadership am! involvement in civic activities in the Dayton area. A
historical exhibit about the Rike family is on
display in the WSU Archives, located on the
fourth floor of the Paul Laurence Dunbar
Library.

DUNBAR

RUSS

FRED WHITE
Dunbar Library

Fawcett
When Wright Stale consisted only of lour
buildings, it was known as the Dayton Campus. Ohio State and Miami University used
the eampus to offer classes for the quickly rising population of Montgomery County. The
president of Ohio State University at the time
was Novice O. Fawcett. A firm believer in
quality higher education. Fawcett disagreed
with Ohio State"s "revolving door policy",
where many underperforming students were
asked to leave the university. Instead of
admitting any student w »h a diploma, he
introduced "rolling admissions" to Ohio
State, where there would now be a standard of
admitting students with better grades. Fawcett Hall, the fourth building on campus, was
completed in 1967.

"He saw through every cloud a gleam—he
had his dream." are the words of the great
poet Paul Laurence Dunbar, which are painted on the wall of the Group Study Room on
thefirstfloorof the library. Bom in Dayton
in 1872. Dunbar was the son of a former sla> ••
and a Civil War veteran. He graduated from
Russ
high school as the only African-American in
Fred White
The Russ Engineering Center is a 173.000
his class, was class president and wrote the
Named after Wright State University's first class song. He was an elevator operator in
square-foot monster of a building and the
largest academic sti jcture on campus. With employee, the Frederick White Health Center downtown Dayton before publishing his first
more than 60researchlabs for students to use. has provided this campus with significant ele- book of poetry. Oak and Ivy. He later
it is the cornerstone of the engineering ments of medical education. Since its com- authored eleven books of poetry, four books
department which provides students, faculty, pletion in 1981. the Center enables faculty and of short stories, five novels and one drama.
and industrial partners throughout the Miami students to become a part of the school's ded- Dunbar died of Tuberculosis in the arms of
Valley with its assistance. It is named for ication to primary care, family practice, psy- his mother in 190*.. The(°aul Laurence DunFritz and Dolores Russ. thefoundersof Sys- chological. and pharmaceutical services.
bar Library was completed in 1973. By 1984.
tems Research Laboratories Inc. and was
the book collection it contained had outgrown
completed in 1992.
the shelves that held it.
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Moving out brings independence and parties
By Krystle Burger

incentive is given. Ivy Manor offers the convenience of a nine or twelve month lease. For
more information, contact the otlif at 878Moving out of parents' houses often 3871.
marks the beginning of two things, college
For a slightly more upscale standard oi
and imltjiendence; at least more than what living. Arlington Village, located at 1733
had been experienced up to this point.
Arlington Place oilers two story low;, homes
Wright Stale houses under a fourth of the with full basements for only $655. These
students that are currently enrolled. The can be shared comfortably by three or more
remaining percentage is a group that must people. If inquiry is made early at 878-7771,
find their own housing m several ways. One a slight reduction may be made.
method, which grows more popular each
year, is to move into a one or two bedroom
apartment. The challenge with an apartment,
though, is to find and keep a roommate.
Another method is to rent a small house,
which proves to be a good option if many
roommates arc available. Countless other
options exist such as renting a manufactured
or mobile home, purchasing a COIHIO or renting a studio apartment
The key to renting an apartment exists in
the roommate. It is vitally important to carefully select a roommate that has similar qualities and interests. Of the many ways to find
roommates posting ads may be the riskiest
because it's often difficult to judge people
from first impressions.
Roommates are easy to obtain if students'
know where to look. In the commuter
lounge, a large bulletin board exists for the
use of posting roommate availability and
housing availability. Studcr can often look
t< their own friends and co-workers for
roommates. Around campus, students' often
post the need for a roommate; it is simply up
to students' to notice the postings.
Once a roommate is found, choosing in
apartment is simple. One popular and economical apartment complex located within
five minutes of campus is Cedar Village,
located at 207 W Funderburg Rd. Prices
range from S375 to $425 depending on
square footage of the apartment. Financial
incentives are given to tenants that pay rent
by the first of the month. To inquire further,
contact 879-1143.
Ivy Manor, located at 165 W Funderburg.
is also five minutes from campus. For a one
bedroom apartment, prices range from S425
to $435 and for a two bedroom, prices range
from $525 to $540. Although no financial

Often, students moving out for the first
time are on limited means, but that doesn't
require I lie decor to seem sub par. Target
offers inexpensive dinncrwarc that is as
exquisitely fun as it is cheap. Another option,
at a slightly higher cost, is Bed Hath &
Beyond w ho offers many name brand dinncrwarc sets at a semi-affordaH cost
For furniture, don't be as. ,mcu lo scour
the thrift stores for like-new furniture. Often,
like-new furniture shows up da ly and is

snatched up quickly. Check thrift stores often
for new arrivals A second option for furniture is to check out discount or outlet stores.
Such places often have deals or furniture that
simply can't be found anywhere else.
Moving out is a big step, but an important
one that can be fun and exciting. By taking
ones' time and carefully selecting a roommate and housing option, moving out can be
a rewarding experience.
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11:03
11:07
11:11
11 15
11:20
11:25
**•**"
11:45
11:48
11:52
11 56
12:00
12:05
12 10
" " "
12:30
12:33
12:37
12:41
12:45
12:50
12:55
******
1:15
1:18
1:22
1 28
1:30
1:35
1:40
2:00
2.03
2:07
2:11
2:15
2:20
2:25
—***
2:45
2:48
2:52
2:56
3 00
3 05
3:10
3:15
3:30
3:33
3:37
3 41
3 45
3 50
3:55
4:00
4:15
4:18
4:22
4:26
4:30
4 35
4 40
4:45
5:00
5:03
5:07
5:11
5:15
5:20
5:25
o:30
5:45
5:48
5 52
5.56
6 00
6:05
0:10
6:15
6:30
6:33
6 37
6 41
6:45
6 50
6:55
******

HAMILTON FOREST
HALL/SU .
2 00
2:05
300
3:05
4 00
4 05

R O U T E JL —
SA
AU TIMES L ISTED ARE
COLLEGE HONORS
DORM
VILLAGE
PARK
2:10
2:15 *
2:20
3:10
3:15
3:20
4 10
4:15
4.20

M M M

6 30
6:25
7:25
7:30
8:25*
0:30*
•DROP OFF O N L Y - N O

•~«««

• M M *

TURDAYS ONLY
DEPARTURE
TIMES
WOODS
PINE H A L L
2:25
3:25
4:25

MEIJER
2:35
3:35
4:35

••••••

* M * M

• M M *

640
6:45
6:35
7 35
7:40
7:45
8:40*
8
.43*
8:35*
PICKUPS FOR THE8E HUNS

MCLIN
S.YM .
7:50
8:35
9 20
10:05
10:50
1135
12:20
1:05
1:50
2:35
3:20
4:C3
4:50
5:35
8:20

MALL
FOOPCT
2:50
3:50
4:50
M M M

7:00
8:00
9 00

6:50
7:50
8: SO"

7:15
8 15
9:30

R l i N O N L Y W H I L E C L A S S E S A R E IN S E S S I O N A N D
FINALS W E § K
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES < AND 2
$1 C H A R G E E A C H W A Y F O R R O U T E 3 ( E X A C T C H A N G E P L E A S E )
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Hypnotist and comedian brought
out the subconscience in students
By Beck) Brud/ynski

Hypnotist and comedian, lion Mannarino
entertained new freshmen and peer leaders
on Saturday night during the Wright State
first weekend celebration. The Union Activity Board decided to invite the hypnotist
Saturday evening because of his successful
performance at WSU last year. Mannarino
put a combination of about twenty-five firstyear and peer leader students into a deep
trance on stage in the Student Union's multipurpose room, Then he had the students perform outrageous and abnormal stunts at his
command Students were made to drive an
(imaginary) raceear. dance to hip-hop. and
smell one another. The hypnotist went so
deep into the students subconscious that he
actually caused them to believe that there
was a sudden temperature change in the
room. Students shuddered and grasped one
another in what they believed was freezing
conditions. The hypnotist's show went on to
make the students unconscious by touching
their shoulders and telling them to concentrate deepei on the sound of his voice. One
student believed his foot was actually on fire
and put it in his mouth. Another student
believed he was a secret agent and was protecting himself Iron) outside attackers with
hi" 'hand gun' (fingers pressed together).
Student Peer Leader. Colleen Hanf affirmed
the comedic aspect of the show with her
description, the show "was hilarious " When
students awoke most had faint recollection
of the feats they had participated in.
Through out the performance the audience both laughed and cheered the hypnotist

NEED MOTORIST
ASSISTANCE?
•

Battery jump

•

Air for a flat

Dim Mannarino
on as he continued to demonstrate his control over the parucipant's minds. Dexter
Baily. a Wright State Peer ! • uler. declared
about the Saturday night event."'! ne show is
four stars! Hypnotism is real
Another audience member Fabiana Hayden . says "I wouldn't believe it (before) I
saw the changes of my dear friend. Surprising. After seeing (my friend hypnotized) I
believe it."
Some audience members were more
skeptical. However, when asked very few
were w illing to test the hypnotist by opening
their subconscious to him. Doug Saul, firstweekend coordinator says. " I would rather
watch then participate." The hypnotist is a
repeat attraction at Wright State University.

•

A gallon of gas if
you run out on a
campus road-way

Call Parking and Transportation at 775-2528
between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
FREE HIV SCREENING

Student Health Services, in collaboration with
Wright State University Pharmacy and Organon
Pharmacueticals are able to provide birth control pills at a cost to students of $7.00 per
month. Student Health Services is able to perform your annual Pap smear, STD testing, and
emergency contraception. Please call and make
an appointment to see the Nurse Practitioner at
775-2552.

Student Health Services
Fredrick White Health Center
Call for an appt. 775-2552
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9am-7pm
Fri 8:30am-5pm
Meningitis Center

+

- Meningococcal disease can be devistating
- Incoming college freshmen are at increased risk
- V a c c i n a t i o n can r e d u c e r i s k
Get Your Vaccination T o d a y for Only $75
www.wright.edu/students/health/
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UV,

Why drive in circles
when you can park
in Lot 4 or Lot 20?

r

«

Place y«ar
classified ad
in the
Guardian
today.

775-5557

Parking and Transportation
J

WSU PHARMACY
NEXT TOTOSS EJffiTNEEiyNG

""Located in the lobby"of the Frederick White Center-Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy.
•We give a 10 percent discount to WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars.
•We accept virtually any health plan from anywhere in the United States
•It's easy to transfer prescriptions filled at another pharmacy. Just bring us
the label or bottle and we'll call the pharmacy and transfer the prescription,
even if its in another state.
• If your doctor is out of the area, prescriptions can be phoned in or faxed to
us.

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Also located in Fred White:
•
Call us at X3414 to discuss transforming existing
prescriptions or what information we will need to file
an electronic claim with your insurance.

Student Health: x2552
(1st Floor Fred White)

Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Faqan, Nurse Practitioner
Victoria Broaeschore, Nurse Practitioner

www.\\Tight.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/

"
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Spotlight on Rishi Shah
B> Michtlk' Ditto
Rishi Shah believes that most creative
compositions can originate in the most
uncreative places
While Shah was answering nature s call
one day. his brother. Amit. cranked up
Micheal Jackson's Jam. The sound of the
glass breaking at the beginning o f the song
inspired Shah to compose the words to an
original song calied Aina. which means
"mirror" in Hindi. Little did he know that
the words composed on the toilet Aould be
the words that would help Amit pop the big
question to his fiancee.
"My brother was getting married and he
wanted a really nice way to propose to his
fiancee. Darshini." Shah recalls. "He asked
if I could help him out. and I gave him my
song."
Amit sang the words of the song, which
in l-nglish roughly translate to "her face is

like a mirror there's a very beautiful smile
vin her face the w oman who (iod sculpted
with his own hands that woman is you" and
immediately won Darshim's heart. What
made it even more special for Darshini was
the fact that Amit took credit for writing the
song.
Although the toilet can be a very inspiring place to compose, many o f his songs
come from meditation. "Meditation is like
being in a trance, and I've had songs come
from being in that trance." Shah remarks.
He plays the songs on the piano, an instrument that he taught himself how to play.
"My first piano was a Yamaha Synthesizer."
Shah says. " Nothing compares to the feeling 1 gel from the piano." Shah adds.
In addition to playing the piano.
Shah enjoys Reiki (healing the body through
hands), palmistry and singing. Perhaps one
day his brother will give him the credit he
deserves and tell his wife who really wrote
the song that brought them together.

(Guardian: I xplain the Hig Ri
Rishi: Turning Points? Flier
inile science- behind it.
(Guardian: Whv did YOU choose i«
10 WSU?
Rishi: It's a family Iradilion.
My
grandfather, lather and my brother all
came to '.he IJS from India to get an
advanced degree in Electrical or
Mechanical Engineering.
Guardian: What is the best thin;
about the WS1! campus?

Rishi Shah

Avert t is

Student Discounts!
Save S200 off first month's rent!
Breckem i d g e

N E E D EXTRA
INCOME?
Have A Few
Extra Hours?
5 c
£
Aventis Bio-Services, the global
leader in plasma collection
otters a last, safe and easy way
for you to make extra incomeyou can make up to $25
on your first visit!
Come to our ce, "er-clean and
convenient-and give plasma
Donors are generously
rewarded..and people s
lives are saved.

239 Orville Street • Fairbom, Ohio 45324
(937)879-1581
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BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY
flEALTH-DEPAR TMENT
LICENSED

V i s i t

t h e

U . S .

A i r

F o r c e

M u s e u m

Open 7 days a week (9am - 5pm)
Over 300 Aircraft & Missiles
P l u s visit the M u s e u m ' s
I M A X ® Theatre
—
(
9
3
7
)
253-IMAX
Outside Dayton, Ohio - H o m e of the Wright Brothers
(937) 25S-3286 for M u i o u i n I n f o or w w w . a f r m i s o u m . c o m

«

1 6 5 E. H e l e n a St
Dayton, O H
(937) 224-1973
Open Monday-Saturday
Call for Appointment

Aventis

Bio-Services

Movie spinoff delivers fluffy action
1
that doesn't compare to origin ^
the gun cage Hondo wants Street not only
because he knows Street wants a second
chiuicc to be on S.W.A.T. but to purposely
"There's a jet to your right. It's flying piss off Captain Fuller (l.arry Poindexter)
pretty low and it's only getting lower."
Hondo also adds Dckc III Cool J), and
S W A T (Special Weapons Anil tactics) throws in a woman. Chris Sanchez, to join
team member Chris Sanchez (Michelle the two current members of ihe S.W.A.T
Rodriguez) points out to Hondo. (Samuel L. learn which consists of Boxer. (Ilrian Van
Jackson) as they speed down the street in a Holt) and McCabc (Josh Charles).
stolen limo to catch Alex Montel. (Olivier
Too bad Hondo couldn't have recruited
Martini ") the mulli- billionaire evil drug lord better writers for the plot. The action, if you
who is about to haul himself out of the coun- can call it action, begins when the drug lord.
try.
Montel. offers on television a reward of (put
Welcome to S.W.A.T, the fluffiest sum- your pinkie to your lip) one hundred million
mer action movie you can waste eight of dollars to anyone can spring him out of jail.
your hard earned dollars to see. Inspired by
I.A's best emerge from the streets and pell
the 70's television drama S.W.A.T. this Montel's S.W.A.T escort with gunfire. The
movie begins with S.W.A.T member Jim members of Ihe S. W.A. T team break up and
Street. (Colin Farrell) being sentenced to occupy themselves with random crashes and
clean weapons in the gun cage after he and explosions, until Streei. 1 londo jnu Sanchez
his partner. Brian GamHe. (Jeremy Rcnner) end up driving a limo once full of Prom fresh
disobey direct orders from the chief during a youngsters to intercept :i Lear jel landing on
hostage situation at a bank. Gamble gets the the Sixth Street bridge.
worst of the two evils and is kicked off the
Cheesy dialogue and a predictable plotforce.
line plague this movie. Perhaps the real
While Street is dutifully cleaning the meaning of S.W.A.T is Stop Watching Any
weapons, along comes Dan Harrelson. or Time. D.
"Hondo", the legendary S.W.A.T leader to
By Michelle Ditto

Samuel /- Jackson and ( ulin harretl

break of i>ay

By Nate Fakes

G & f> & b £»
t E F
(Left to Right)
( Him FarreU, Hriun I an Huh. LI. Coo! J, MieheOe Rodriguez, and Samuel I. Jackwn

COME OUT FOR MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL'
FOOD AND DRINK SPECIALS!

Off with WSULD*
Across from WSU • 427-3000
'AJcohcl and/or gratuity not included.

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

453 Mtontistaira-Cerrerville Hd.
Dayton, OH 45459
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w
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"Wow!!! It's so great to be in college!!
Maybe now guys will start to like me for my
mind!"

8851 Miller lane
Dayton, ON 45414
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HOMECOMING: October 1 0 - 1 2 , 2003

'

"There's No Place Uke Home"
lOam-Noon, "How to Give Back Workshop"
E103 Student Union. Sponsored by the Black Student Union, r ji.i.ga Center, and African American Alumni Society,
Informational Session, Book fund, Scholarships, Internship/Neiworking

cture

Noon-2pm, CAMPUS KICK-OFF on the QUAD (rain back up in i. tudent Union Atrium)
Look for the Hot Air Balloon! Sponsored by Student Life and Alumni Relations. Mocktails, Banner Contest, Speakers, Introduction of King and Queen Homecoming Court, WWSU 106.9, WSU Spirit Team Cheerleaders, Emerald Jazz, and Rowdy, Free
Food, and more!
7pm, WSU Volleyball Team vs. Youngstown State University
8pm, WSU Raider Club Hockey vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Nutter Center

9am, Hit the Bricks! 5K Fun Run/Walk/Wheel
Begins at Lot 20/Alumni Field, Pre-register by downloading a form from www wright.edu/students/rec or by calling Campus
Recreation at (937) 775-5815. Sponsored by Campus Recreation
9am-Noon, Sports Clinics with WSU Coaches and Teams
Nutter Center. Sponsored by WSU Alumni Association. Men's & Women's Basketball, Soccer and Volleyball Coaches and
Teams will be on hand for autographs, tips on playing, with ticket giveaways to WSU sporting events. Clinic is FREE to 6-12
year olds but you must pre-register by calling the Office of Alumni Relations at 775-2620.
10an>Dusk, Fall Brawl Flag Football Tournament
Intramural Fields by Student Union, Sponsored by Campus Rtcreation
4pm, WSU Volleyball Team vs. Cleveland State University, Nutter Center
6pm-8pm, Meet the Coaches Alumni Reception
The Emerald City Tent. Lot 20/Alumni Field. Sponsored by WSU Alumni Association Come meet the new men's basketball
coach Paul Biancardi and Women's Basketball coach Bridgett Bonds Williams. Reception is FREE however, you must RSVP
by calling the Office of Alumni Relations at 775-2620.
8pm, WSU Raider Club Hockey vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Nutter Center
8pm, Comedy Show. Host Al Shearer aka HITZ from the street, currently seen on MTV Beach House & Punk'd
Featuring comedians Spank, Ray Lipowski, and Lav Luv.
McLin Gym/Nutter Center, Sponsored by Black Student Union, Alumni Relations, Academic Affairs, and Student Affairs and
Enrollment Services.

10am-11am, PARADE by Student Organizations
Starts at Residence Halls ending at The Emerald City, Sponsored by Student Government
11am-4pm, The Emerald City
Lot 20/Alumni Field. Sponsored by Alumni Relations and S»udent Life. Hot Air Balloon "Tether Rides", Free Food, Music, Inflatable Games, Climbing Wall, Student Booths, Face Painting, Caricatures, Temporary Tattoos, "Save a Life Tour", Live Radio
Broadcast, Shuttle Service from main campus to The Emerald City and fun for the entire family and friends!
12Noon, Men's Soccer vs. Wisconsin Green Bay University, Alumni Field
WSU Student King & Queen Coronation
2pm, Women's Soccer vs. Loyola University, Alumni Field
For more information on Homecoming 2003, go to www.wright.edu or call the Office of Alumni Relations, (937) 775-2620.
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Wright state student has a
record breaking summer
By Karis Day
While most coeds equate swimming
pools to basking in the sun, recent WSU
grad Kara Sheridan has found another use
for the water, breaking records. In June of
this year, Sheridan traveled to Minneapolis, MN for the USA Swimming Disability
Championships to capture one world
record and three US records.
Before her record-breaking performance, Sheridan also completed in the Ohio.
Michigan, and Windsor Wheelchair events
since her intens; training began in January.
But at the USA Swimming Disability
Championships, she finally busted through
the ranks as the world's fastest swimmer in
the 200m women's breast stroke. Similarly, Sheridan netted the US records for the
same stroke in the 50m. 100m, and 200m
races. All races were set against competition of similar disability ranges.
Sheridan, who weighs only 82 pounds,
suffers from Osteogenesis Imperfecta, or

mote commonly known as brittle bone disorder. Unfortunately for her, everyday living poses a threat to her well-being.
Sneezing may cause a rib to crack. This
forced Sheridan to find alternative forms
of physical therapy at a very early age to
overcome countless surgeries. Swimming
seemed like the perfect fit. Confined to a
wheelchair, she made her daily trip to the
Student Union swimming pool in order to
endure early morning training sessions.
Until her recent graduation. Sheridan
was under the guidance of Coach Tanya
McAdory, assistant director of adapted
recreation at WSU. McAdory is extremely
proud of Sheridan. "With such a large
field of swimmers, it amazes me how Kara
had the fastest times in those events."
Also. McAdory remains open abou! Sheridan's disability and was eager to discuss
many aspects of the disorder.
Sheridan is a very capab!; person. A
Bachelor's degree in psychology just wasn't enough. She has since moved to

Miami. FL where she is studying to complete a Master's degree in Counseling at
the University of Miami. Currently.
McAdory says that Sheridan is actively
searching for a coach, but in the mean time
continues to train every morning just as
she did here at Wright State. She has conditioned her body and muscles to a point of
no return so she might as well keep plugging away.
In November, Sheridan will again find
her way into the pool for competition in
Indianapolis. IN for the Last Chance Meet.
Here swimmers are given a final opportunity to obtain a spot on the national team.
If she performs as if she did in June. Sheridan will receive financial support and a
place on the Paralympic Team which heads
to Athens. Greece in 2004 along with the
Olympic Games. She has stated this is her
ultimate goal in swimming. So be sure to
check the Guardian in November for any
Kara Sheridan updates.

Horizon League Standings

W - l - T Pel GF GA
Cleveland State.2- 2- 0 .500 9 10
l i i r 2-0-01.000

Buller I-1- 1 .500

5

1

5

1

1 IW-Oreen Bay 0- 0- I .500

2

2

Women's Soccer

edule
M e n ' s Soccer:
12th Friday Xavier 7:00
W o m e n ' s Soccer:
12th Friday Miami 5:00
14th Sunday Louisville Noon
Volleyball:
12th-13th Fri.-Sat. Kentucky Conference Challenge

Volleyball

Cross C o u n t r y :
13th Saturday Purdue Invitational
Golf:

W-1. ForOpp Pet
r

-Gre(

15th-16th Mon.-Tues. John Piper Intercollegiate

liW-Milwaukee. 6-0

18 11.000

Cleveland Slate 6-1

18 6 -8i>7

Wripht State 4-1
Butler 5-2

Men's Tennis:
12th-13th Fri.-Sat. Wittenberg Invitational

14 4 .800

17 9 .714

Loyola of Chicago 3-3

Women's Tennis:
12th-13th Fri.-Sat. Toledo Invitational
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Campus rec offers students a chance to compete
By Josh Burke
If you're like the majority of students
here at Wright Stale, you're not a varsity
athlete. But. if you enjoy the thrill of athletic competition, you may want to consider the intramural sports offered here on
campus. The office of Campus Recreation,
located in the botiom of the Student Union,
ha? a wide gambit of sports to offer athletes
of all skill levels. From flag football to outdoor soccer to volleyball, tennis and even
basketball, this fall will be jam-packed with
intramural league activities. Leagues to be
formed will include men's, women's, corecreational, and wheelchair divisions, so
everyone can a get a piece of the action.
The entries for Participation are due by 5
p.m. on Friday. September 19 and the fall
season will begin on Monday. September
29.
There are a couple policy changes for
this year's team's and individual league
play that everyone should be aware of.
Scheduling for the leagues will now be
instant. This means basically that scheduling will be done on a first come, first serve
basis. Also a change for this ' ear is the
introduction of a twenty dollar Ivnd called
a forfeit that each team will be required to
pay. For individual sports, a five dollar forIcit will be required from each player. The
forfeit ensures a team's or individual's
place in the '.ague and will only be forfeited in certain cases of absence from competition. Basically, if your team shows up for
all of its scheduled competitions; your team
will receive the twenty dollar bond back at
the end of the season. The S3nte goes for
individual sports and the five dollar forfeit
The forfeit was put into place so that athletes have an incentive to show up for all of
their scheduled competitions. Aside from
these changes, it should also be noted that
W.S.U. alumni are' no longer allowed to
participate in the intramural sports, just
current students.
Along with the scheduled league competition there will be several special events
and tournaments that the Office of Campus
Recreation will be providing to anyone
interested. These events are to include
dodge ball, a flag football tournament, a
table tennis tournament, and a Homecoming 5k run just for starters. These are all
single day events, designed to get cvery-

80S?

/>«<• to a large volume ofaethitv. the Student L nion
H eight Room mm- offers a new line offree weights, sekctorhed min iums, and plate-loaded
equipment as additions to their fully loadedfaeility.
body involved whether you're already a
part of a league or not.
.\side from the obvious physical benefits of athletic activity, you can also earn
points toward the coveted Raider Cup for
your designated organization, residence
hall, Greek organization, or independent
group. An elaborate point system created
by the O.C.R. awards teams and individuals
for participation in both league activities
and special events. At the end of the year,
the winning group from each division will
have its name inscribed on the cup. So. as
the slogan goes, "Got Game? Get the
points." Who knows, you could end up
with the Raider Cup. For more information
check out the O.C.R. website at
wright.edu/students/rec/intra.html.
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Closest bar to WSU, across from Waffle Mouse
M O N D A Y - B r < ? A S S B E E R NIGHT
T L B H A Y - C O L L E G E NIGHT
$3 PlTCTIERS
W m S E D A Y - LADIES

TWNK YOU KNOW IT ALL?
Art <(M vflta)totofear
Did fou Know

NIGHT

T H U R S D A Y - K A R A O K E NIGHT
CONTEST
PRIZES

W/

CA$H

F R I D A Y & S A T U R D A Y - L I V E MUSIC

Al lust XOX of toUegt ttudentt have &eNr*L HtRtS?
•OX of

INfCCTCP with an STO don't trxm rt.
but u n fthU be S?PfcAWN& H?

SATURDAY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
$ 0 . 3 5 WINGS • DRAFT BEER SPECIALS

There are over V> COMMON WMUII-J
transmittal di»ea»e» and mairj have NO CUFC?
.

...

Anf C.CNtTAL 6 0 N f * £ T out* «ou at m k

Happy
Aitordlnq to OMO taw. if •fou have MI with
toraeone under the influent* of drugs or altoho*.
tHff <an charge fou with rap*
No matter what foo've done in the pat!

1/2 Price
O Special
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DrinTc Prices
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Men's and
women's
soccer
under way
By Josh Burke
Alumni Field has oncc again bccome
the epicenter of what is the 2003 soccer
season here at Wright State University.
Both the men's and w o m e n ' s teams began
their respective seasons and each traveled
to weekend tournaments before any player set foot inside a fall class.
For the women the season started on
a bright note with a win in their reason
opener over Morehead State University
on Aug. 29. The Raiders fought back
from a 1-0 deficit at halftimc to beat the
Eagles by a final score of 2-1. An unassisted goal from Annette Ferraro and a
Blair Kaminski goal on a Jodie Shoaf
assist provided the offensive punch needed to bring home the win for the Raidei s
Next the women took their 1-0 record
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into their home opener against the Buckeyes of The Ohio Stale University on
Aug 31. A toup'i Buckeye squad held the
Raiders scoreless on a wet and slippery
Alumni Field. Both senior Emily Flohre
and freshman Stephanie C'omisar saw
time at the goalie position. Flrhrc had
three saves and gave up two goals in the
tirst half, while Comisar kept goal in the
second half, recording two saves and
allowing two goals
This past weekend the Raiders once
again went on the re .id as they traveled to
the Kent State tournament. In ihe opening game of the tournament the Raiders
defeated Flon University 1-0. The lone
goal came from freshman Rose Nigro on
an assist from fellow freshman Laura
Montesrosso. However, the Raider
women had no such luck on Saturday as
they fell to their current record of 2-2 on
ihe season, with a 1-0 loss at the hands of
the Camels of Campbell University.
The Raider men opened their season
on Aug. 30 with a 4-2 loss to Western Illinois, in a home opener which saw both
teams playing veiy aggressively. The two
combined for seven yellow cards and two
red cards. Senior forw ard Ricky Strong
began the season on the right foot recording two goals on assists from Juan
Vasqucz and Jon McClain.
Last weekend the Raiders traveled to
Buffalo, N.Y. lot the U.B. Fall Classic.
Saturday the men got things rolling as
they hammered Canisius 4-0. Ricky
Strong recorded his third goal of the season on an assist from junior midfielder
Troy Azuogu. Also getting in on the
action was junior midfielder Juan
Vazquez who scored on an assist from
freshman midfielder Jake Slemker.
Sophomore midfielder Jon McClain and
freshman midfielder Tony l.abudovski
also added goals. Sunday was no different for the Raiders as they finished their
tournament at Buffalo w ith a 3-1 win over
the University at Buffalo. The win came
on goals from senior Ricky Strong, sophomore Paul-Anthony Perez, and junior
Chris Riley After a great tournament the
Raiders have a current record of 2-1.
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2002Senior Mirks the ball away from defenders as he aims for his shoot Mens Soccers FIRES CP
on Friday night. Sept 12 at ~:00pm

\umber I6, fights for the ball against her amiponent durun; their 2002 season last year The
unmans t am has been training hard aiul look strong for their game on Miami on Friday Sept. 12
at 5:00pm.
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Solid start has raiders looking better than expected
By Karis I- l)a>

League poll. However, this pas. weekend,
the 4th place UIC Flames defeated the 2nd
place Loyola Ramblers The Raiders return
nine letter w inners •> is quite possible, w ith
the addition of four newcomers, that they
could turn their preseason sianding into a
conference championship and a NCAA
M M M
birth.
Naseman and junior McKenzie Tiffin
are pounding the ball for the Raiders as outside hitters. Both are posiing outstanding
The Raiders opened against l-'lon Uni- numbers in both the kills/game and
versity, handing them a 30-24. 30-27. 30-2K digs/game category. Opposite senior Kelly
loss. Just as easily, they defeated Nicholls Skaro is playing her famous controlled,
State the following morning, 30-24. 30-23. well-rounded game In the middle, seniors
30-25. The closing mateh. which decided Kidd and Alison Siporski both played excelthe tournament champion, came down to the lent against Towson, helping their team to
Raiders and Tutane University. In a gruel- victory. New on the scene is sophomore
ing five-game decision. 32-30, 20-30, 50- Setter Nicole Schehcma. Much like the
28, 27-30, 12-15. WSU could not hold on quarterback of the team and looks to be
for a victory. Fortunately, the Raiders were making solid decisions. Of course, the
well represented for their efforts by having always reliable Libera. Allie Smerz is digtwo of their own named to the All-Touma- ging the ball with the greatest of ease.
ment Team, seniors Kboni Kidd and Tricia Junior Vanessa Voreis, freshmen Taylor
Nascman.
Gerlach. Jenny Schultz, and Sarah Poling
A week of practice found the Raiders also graced the floor. Look for junior Lisa
prepared and hungry for a couple competi- Griffith in matches to come. She is the most
tors as they traveleu to Morgancown, W.Va. intelligent player on the team and possesses
They defeated the host. 30-23,30-27.30-21
tremendous court awareness .Also, fresh- Reluming to the Mrfjn Gym, on (hloher X at ~:00pm. Raider »Mr\ ball strikes the court with
Later in the evening, WSU again posted a man Cara Ziegler could see action in the their strong roster offemefreshmanjoining uppen lassmen
victory against Towson University, 23-30, middle.
40-38. 30-23, 30-16.
Beyond team chemistry, the key to for
Senior Eboni Kidd commented on the the Raiders will be their defense. As of now,
level of competition faced over the past two WSU is leading the conference by a wide
'• J a s o n Humphrey - Junior. Psychology Mojor
weekends. "Towson and West Virginia were margin in the digs/game category. Howeva
Some people compare their lives to a song. I thfcik
much mote of a challenge than Elon and er, blocking must continue to improve if
' for me the song woutd be "F motionless" by Good Charlotte
Nicholls State, but Tulanc has been our they want to contend in the Horizon League.
My parents got divorced when I was six months old because
greatest competition so far," she said. "The Head Coach Joylynn Tracy and Assistants
. my dad repeatedly tried to killraymom. Growing up was
first weekend jitters are over and the team is Rob Beam and Mike Schroeder will stress
i difficult because my mora had a tastetorabusive men
looking much better now."
this point in practice as they continue to preTNeseme*
*ot
only
beat
her
and abused her psychologically but they did Oie same to my
WSU was voted sixth place, tied with pare for conference play.
ortrtheo and we: my earnest childhood menwy is of when I was Ihre. and being trapped
Cleveland State in the preseason Horizon
under a blanket in the fetal position with dndurbtocks around the edge to keep me from
moving My mo'her eventually left that nw.jnd went on to very similar men. I w-as beaten
so severely im entiie Me th»»!
not be alive At this time I was very depress*-' v I
ate. Bym>wrthM'3<«laylwasi'5"ar»jJ !75 •». By tr y eleventh birthday I wa» in a
Vf
gang, I was a thief. .wd Irer.with drag deai *rs In Columbus- My We was crap Then r got
worse, we literally lived on the streets and in ,i carforaround a year una a Mend took us
in During this whole time I had a thirstforknowledge and I was a very good student until
www.gypsy-camp.com
problems at home began to affect my attendarce
Oversized Muffins,
Before this time I had heard of God arei of Jesus but only a little and that was
Cookies (Vegan)
^
Greece C o « ^
Chocolate Covered
from churches that my dad would take me to, ani since he was stW an abusive man, I
Espresso Beans
didn't trust it. By my thirteenth birthday I was In lister care after I sent my mother to Jail
-Drink Specialsbecause shewas also abusive. After a short «Wlr> infostercare my aunt and uncle took
International Coffees
1
me In and I moved tr Worthington. Ohio. I went 'rom a school with metal detectors and
armed guards to w * with a Cappuccino Machfrie in the lunch room. There I met my ex
J
Kaftan***
flenc*. she Intro lucedraeto God I pretended to U a Christian Justforher. I acted like I
Honors Dorm Retail
knew who God was and Hke I cared lor anymie other than myself; I was a good actor. Then
i n d Floor
above
the
estore
alter three years of dating and a year engagement she broke up with me my freshman year
Sunday - Thursday
WORTH THE
of college: my world spun away. I decided to run then; so I ran to sex. I went through
2pm - 10pm
WALK'partners without a careforabout a year. Ifoit so useless and empty. TNsthhgthatlhad
Mmed to as a safreformy wounds was only cutting me deeper. The infection of my life
and my choices were kHIng me: so I tried to drink myself to death. That was when I started
waking up I stW ran to se* and ran from God as He was calling me. Then one day at Real
Life (where I had been going since my freshman year) I heard a speaker and some things
finally made sense. I didn't Just have to want to change, I had to be wtlHng to change So
Marti of my sophomore year I did. I prayed to God that He would shape me into the
perso>. I should be I admitted that I was worthless and that nothing I could ever do would
look fabulous and make cash!
be good enough: I also accepted Jesus as my Lord and truly believed that He died on the
cross to save me and rose again three days later. Since then it has been a hard road. I
work flexibility
give me a buzz: i have stumbled and fallen, but I am always moving closer to Him gaining
your o w n hours o n your o w n time
intimacy along the way. Now here i am a junior in college and more
Joyful and full ol love than I have ever been before. But I am also still
incredible earnings
Vallerie
myself, I soil dress the same. I still have a similar personality, and I have
m a k e $25-$40 for e v e r y $100 sold!
Edmonds
similar interests: I am just teaming what It truly means to live my Hie for
^
have fun
the only true God.
(937) 427-0176|
s w a p products, share tips, look great
It you want to talk to Jason or anyone else about their Real lite Story, come chock
out Real life on Thursday night. 8 o'dock in the Medical Sde >ce Auditorium
| Vjedmondsd
connect
FREF ICC CREAM AFTERWARDS THIS WEEK! I!
log onto iiieetmark.com for 24-hour support i sbcglobal.com j

With two tournament weekends under
their belt, the WSU Women's Volleyball
team is off and running w ith a 4-1 reeord.
The Raiders made their .season debut on
Aug. 29 and 30 at the Green Wave Invitational in New Orleans. La. and then traveled this past weekend to West Virginia
University for a da> of action.
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become a mark representative and be
the CEO of your own beauty business
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Help Wanted
Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxin. Magazine! Get hooked up
with Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status as
a Campus Rep! Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS and 150V','
Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or Call
I-888-SPR1NGBREAK!
#1 Spring Preak Vacations! 100".', Best
Prices! Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Florida, Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals. Campus R« ps
Wanted! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break2004 with STS, America's
SI Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Hiring campus reps. Call for discounts. 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK Sk.
& Beach Trips on sale now! www.Sunchase.com or call 1-800-SUNCHASE
today!

'or Rent
Labor Day Special. $100 off move-in
cost Studio and 1 bedrooms. Call
today 937-878-7758
Need someone to take over lease at
Maple View Apartments for $455 for
one bedroom Call Denean at 878-9767
or 268-4742
For Rent 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
CLOSE TO WSU. Walk to WSU, 2 bedroom apartment. Appliances, water,
sewage, garbage included. Washer &
dryer hookup also. Clean and cheapest
you will find. Upstairs and downstairs
avaiable right now $575.00 per month.
Deposit same. (937)-492-5271

VIDEO GAME RESEARCH
2 different studies; each pay $6.75 per
hr: liin. 18 yrs old. Males only - Four
consecutive days (M-TH) or (T-F)
approx. 21/2 hours per day. M and F
Req. mouse experience (no experience,
no pay). M or F from 9a to 5p. Please
call (937) 775-3753 to schedule

GREAT DRINKING GAME-Drink beer,
play checkers. You jump, they drink,
loser chugs! Includes board, cups, case.
Order now at: www.BeerCheckers.com
Free sleeper sofa (Queen)-good shape,
teal fabric, you pick up. Kettering Call
231-4603 for info.

Services
Reserve your seat with "FAT" Family
Adventure Trips: See LeBron James in
action. Seating on first come basis for
The Cleveland Cavaliers vs. the Indiana
Pacers: Friday, November 7 <••' Conseco
Fieldhouse in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Call: Family Adventure Trips at 8361302.

""CRAZY*"' New compny expanding
in Dayton area! Seeking crazy, yet respnsible people for serious expansion.
Promotions/marketing skills a plus,
will train. If you have 6-10 hours per
week, call (937) 847-9351.
Bartender Trainees Needed. $250 a
day potential. Local positions. 1-800293-3985 ext. 298

Belmont li min. from WSU/WPAFB
$475/mo. (Heat, Water & Trash removal
included). A/C, Laundry. Two bedroom
apt. avail. NOW! (Move in special.) call
609-6622

w . t

"Workout" - Nature of the Job.
Growth
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout.
The work's demanding, but the rewards
are big. Come join our team, get a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance
and break a sweat with the nation*
package delivery leader
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
QjoMica'ioni
18 yean or older
• PaeMimo, 5-day week
Mtnt bo oblo to lift SO tb>.
AW,r, * iood unload.
* S 2 2 3 2 ,&
,'°
a
and £•.. package!
"*»
Apply in parson at:
FedE* Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd
Huber Heights. OH 45424
w*iM«roM»«wniaioin
Fedex,comftis/c*reer»

Sex has the power to create life, change
life, and end life. www.getTheTruth.net

$11.45 base-appt. guaranteed starting
pay.
Fun work environment with other students. 10-40 hours/week aiound classes/other job. Co-ops/ Scholarships
awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
door-to-door sales. No experience necessary, we train. Must have positive
attitude and good people skills.
www.worlcforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5.
937-436-3580

DAYTON Great Apt's. Perfect For Students & Professionals Near UD &
MVH. Efficiencies & 1 or 2 or 3 bdrm,
C/air, private parking, some with
decks. Call Now . . 369-5339 or
223-9790

w

For Sale

ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY
MAJORS: Need research experience?
We can help. Two Student Research
Assistant positions available - one in a
Human Factors lab and the second in
an Industrial/Organizational research
lab. Candidates will need to schedule
for Psychlogy 498. Flexible work hours
available. May turn into a full-time
position. Please call 775-3753 and ask
for Judson Workman.

Apartment for rent near Smithville
Rd. and W.S.U. on busline. ONE bedroom $320 a month plus $200 deposit.
No pets. Plus utilities, laundry available. Call Jeannine at 426-7345

w

NCR Country Club now hiring for
senior club servers. Experience a
plus, not necessary. Compepitivc
pay and benefits. Apply in person
Tues-Sat 10-1 lam, and 2-4pm. 4435
Dogwood Trail, Kettering. Oh
4->429.

Welcome Back
Students
Student Special!
lLarge 14" l-Topping
Pizza and Breadsticks

$9.99

Sales Representatives

Perfect Party Pack!
3 Large 14" 1-Topping
Pizzas

$19.99

Looking for creative ways to use
youi outgoing personality?
CO* Ohio Publishing is seeking highly
motivated individuals to sell the
Dayton Dally News
• Previous Sales Experience a plus
• 18 Years Ol Age Or Oldei
• Hourly Rate Plus Commission s
Paid Weekly
• Paid Training
• Approximately 20 Plus Hours Per
Week
•Evenings and Weekends
Required

879-PAPA
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Excellent opportunity tor all ages
Serious inquires only, please.
Contact Jim AUen at (937) 743-6832
Independent Contractor
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Order Papa John's online at
i
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Activities a n d Programs
September 10
8:3Ctam - 5pm

0|«n House- Student Union Atrium (Wright
Copy)

830-1 lam

I 'nnvrsiiy College Open Hi «i~c
IS) University Hall

9am-tym

An !',u« & R*ter SaWJuadStudei* Union
Aninni

•Jsuii-fipn!

Jewelry. cologne, tie-dye, etc.- Qi«VSonlenl
Union Atriuni

Nhm-Noon

Noon Camlv,il and Gub Kir- kuss 1 xibby

Noun-2pm
lOmv 7pm

Open Houe-243 Millet Hail (Honro Pmgran i,
Getrtrsonal-On(he web- Dunhar Library <Stu
do* Technukigy AVONLUXV Center)

Noon-2pm
Noon-2pm

Open House-Millflt Commons (Liberal Alts)
Open \ Louse- Ali>ii Hall Lobby (College of

Noon-9pn

Educatim and Human Services)
The An «oing Place Race- IstFkxrOmlxir

1 JO-3JOpm

I jhary (University Libraries)
Open House- 118 F A WhneHcakh Center

2-4pm

(Student Health Services)
Open House-154 Miileo Hall

September 16

(AsianMspanic/Nathe Anvsican Center)

5:30pm

2-4pm

Open House-140 Milieu Hall
iBolmga Black Cultural Resources Center)

6:30pm

24pm
3-4:30pm

148 Millen Hall (Wawns Center)
AR0TC Orio
328 Pawast Hall

September 16

(Military Science Dpt.)

Noon

6-8pm
8pm

Freshman Reccpootv- Student Union Atrium
Ice Cream Social- Campus Ministry Bldg.

September 11

September 14
7-1 l p m

B o o g i e on the B r i c k s - Q u a d ( R C A )

S e p t e m b e r 1 5 - R e c Fit S e s s i o n s B e g r t
5pm

Adapted Aquatics/Swim Begins- Student
Union Pool

5pm
6-8pm
7pm

Adapted Rec Kickoff Party- E079 Student
Union
Adapted Intramurals Begin- Student Union
Gym
Cookout after 11 am Mass- Campus
Ministry Bldg.
Dodge Ball- I M Field «
Guest Speaker- Patrick Combs (Majoring
in Success)
Spurt Club Council Meeting- W025 S.U.

7:30pm-5pm

The Amazing Place Race- 1st Floor
Dunbar Library

9am-6pm

Art Print & Poster Sale- Quad/Student

2 S J 0 2 - 2 0 0 > CcmmrrtJse^
F a i Quarter

9am-6pm

Union Atrium
Jewelry, cologne, tie-dye. etc.- Quad/

10am-7pm

Student Union Atrium
Get Personal-on the web- Dunbar
Library

September 18

S. * ' ' ? ' - J s

Boogie o n the Bricks - September 14, 2 0 0 3

-September 17,2002

>a
3 t
tff'MMiri
t V C Vnnfln'T
S i i T'u- T ^" f f l O W •f "

Gxnmuter Lounge

Gcxnl Morning C o m m u t e - lOam-Noon

11 am- 2pm
'am-6pm

October 30

G x x i Evening Commuters- 5-7pm

Rike Stud>' Lounge

Community Lounge

Chair Massage- Quad (Campus Rec)

Fall Fest- Quad (UAB)
Get Personal-on the webDunbar Library

F a i Fest - S e p t e m b e r 1 2 , 2 0 0 3

Homecoming - October 10-12,2003

October 15

10am-3pm
10am-7pm

September 7-12 2003

Good Morning Commuters- lOam-Noon

September 12

Jewelry, cologne, tie-dye. etc.- Quad/
Student Union Atrium

fe/c

Week

^ f e j o t w i g in Success" w i t h Patrick C o m b s

G x i d Evening G i m m u t e i v 5-7pm

9am-6pm

ttfefcome

Programs

September V)

A n Print & Poster Sale- Quad/Student
Union Atrium

>

Rike Study l i x m g e
November 17

Finals Survival-1 ibraiy Annex

November 18

Finals Survival- G m m u t e r Lounge

January 3 0 - February 1 , 2 0 0 4

Wrtfe

- AprS 2*a*?,&04

